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The Possibilities of Utilizing 

the Boy's Home Farm as a Basis for Determining 

the Content and Organization of the Farm Mechanic's 

Portion of the Agricultural Course of Study for 

Secondary Schools. 

INTRODUCTI ON. 

In order to evaluate the problem as stated there must 

be a clear undeistnding of some of tne terms in use. The 

probleia is definite but to what extent this is so can be 

determined only by clarifying the terms, and by statements 

as to just what this thesis will attempt to do. 

Importance of Farm Mechanics. 

The fLrm mechanics work is recognized in nearly every 

state as an im2ortant part of the program of vocational 

agriculture. Since agricultural training as given under the 

provisions of the Smith-Hughes act should fit for"profi- 

ciency in farming and as the care,repair, and construction 

of farm buildings and equipment is certainly a necess.ry 

part of every farmer's daily occupation, it is easy to un 

derstand the importance of farm mechanics in the vocation- 

al curriculum of the secondary school. 

The specific aim of farm mechanics as derived from a 

consensus of oinions of men from various states is 

suges ted: 

"To develop in the boy the attitudes, knowledge, and 



- 2- skills necessary to do well those repair and construc- 
tion j abs comiiìonly found on the farms of the comiiunity." 

Difficulties of the Teaching ganization. 

Vocational agriculture, as taught in secondary 

schools, refers to that part of the curriculum which has 

for its controlling aim "proficiency in farming." (Issue 

of the Federal Boaru for Vocational ducation.Training 

Objectives in Vocational ducation in Agricuiture.Bulietin 
No.153,Agricultural Series No.39,]ay,l93l.p.l) This pro- 

ficiency is broadly interreted to include abilities, 
attitudes,knowledge, and appreciations, as well as the 

manual or operative skills necessary in meeting the vo- 

cational needs of the boy. 

The Smith-Hughes Act. 

The federal Smitii-Hughes act, providing for reim- 

bursement or subventions to schools offering vocational 

agriculture is vry specific in some of its provisions 

but allows for the need of adaptation to fit local or 

state situations in other provisions. It provides,"that 

the controlling purpose of such education shall be to fit 
for useful employment." (Issue of the Federal Board for 

Vocational Education. Aicultural_Bducation. Bulletin 

No.l3,Agricultural Series o.l.May l3O. ) The boy in the 

vocational agricultural class is to be fitted to farm. The 

instruction is not pre-vocational or for guidance purposes, 

but definitely to make the boy a proficient farmer. This 
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particular provision leaves with us the necessity of ad- 

justing the instruction on as "true-to-life" basis as 

possible.Qur whole proram hinges on the teaching method 

of learning by doing for we are concerned primarily with 

"utilizing the boy's home farm"(see title) to provide the 

farm mechanics jobs. 

"That such education shall be of less than col1ee 

grade and be designed to meet the netds of persons over 

fourteen years of age who have entered upon or vino are pre- 

paring to enter upon the work of the farm..." is another 

limiting provision of the act. 

Our problem is confined to those over fourteen years 

of age who are preparing to enter upon the work of the farm 

and who are in organized high schools. The majority of 

these boys are still adolescents under the control of par- 

ents,yet are mature enough to become trained vocationally. 

As an important part of our problem, that of working with 

the boy's home farzn,must deal with the parent as a coop- 

erating factor, it is iinportnt to mention this control 

here. 

Plant and Equipment. 

Certainly another specific and controlling provision 

of the act which is in large part the reason for the need 

of this study is,"that the State, or local comr.unity, or 

both, shall provide the necessary plant and equipment...." 

In but few localities have there been built or organized 
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what is known as a strictly agriculture secondary school 

where the entire school curriculum does not determine the 

organization of the department of vocational a>riculture. 

This means that the boys who should be learning "on the 

j ob" must conform(in the average high school) to a curri- 

lum designed for the best interests of all concerned. 

The instructor is unable to take a half day off when 

he needs it as the boys are held responsible for varied 

courses other than ariculture. Sorne jobs cannot be done 

at all because of the lack of time or distance of the jobs 

from the school. Other school regulations may call for 

schedule adjustments not always in accord with the voca- 

tional interests.This is not a condemnation of our secon- 

dary schoo.. system. It does place on the agriculture 

teacher the responsibility of meeting the restrictions of 

the curriculum, and at the same time teach with real jobs, 

and if possible,in the working environment. 

There is one provision( Section 8,public No.347,64th 

Congress) that makes for some variance in the vocational 

agriculture program. This is,"That in order to secure the 

benefits of' the appropriations for any purpose specified 

in this act, the State Board shall prepare plans,showing 

....the kinds of schools,and. equipment; the courses of 

study; methods of instruction, as provided for in Sec- 

tion 10." Because of the wording of this section the 
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states have each set up their ovin plans. The general 

set-up of the Oregon plan as it is concerned with the 

four years of the secondary school is given below: 

9th. Grade. 

Agriculture 1. Includes instruction in crops and 

animals, and some shop work, based to a large 
extent on the supervised 'Dractice progiwa. The 

supervised practice program is set up to develop 

the boy along many different enterprises, and as 

far as possible is continuous. 

10th. Grade. 

Ariculture 11. An extension of Agriculture l.As 

before it includes 3-'±O days of farm mecnanics. 

The supervised farra practice program is further 

developed as sugested above. 

11th. Grade. 

Agriculture 111. The third and fourth year classes 

usually alternate the subject matter. Farm mecuianics 

may be given one year and Farm mangeinent tht other. 

The subjects or amount of time given to any phase of 

the work is based on lroject needs to a large ex- 

tent. 

12th. 

Agriculture iV. As suggested under Agriculture 111. 

The entire program is based on farm and project 

needs. 
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Thile it is expected that any results of the use of the 

surveys in this thesis, or conclusions drawn, must be in- 

terpreted in relation to Oreon's plans, it is believed 

that similarities of other state programs will allow of 

making the results or conclusions of use with reasonable 

modification and adjustment. 

Farm Mechanics and the Project Program. 

The project or supervised farnt practice program gets 

its izupetous from Section 10 of the federal act: "That 

in order to receive the benefits of such appropriations.. 

schools shall provide for directed or supervised 

practice in agriculture, either on a fami provided for by 

the school, or other farm for at least six months per year? 

(Issue of the Federal Board for Vocati.onal Lducation. 

Bulletin No. 13, Agricultural Series No.1. May 1930. ) 

The boy's home farm is also the farm on which be 

carries out his supervised practice prorarn. This fact is 

important. The project program has a close relation to 

the farm mechanic's portion of the agriculturt course,the 

content and organization of 'vthích is an important pert of 

this thesis. An ideal which most of the teachers in the 

field have set UI) is that of teaching by actual jobs, and 

in the natural or working environment. It is an aim,not 

always reached, that the boy's project program will so 

improve and expand that a natural and logical step after 

1eavin school is to use his training,capital, and ac- 

cumulated livestock in farming- if not on his own farm, 
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in partnership with his father.As his projects expand to 

reach the size and dignity of a fairly complete farm lay- 

out, his attitudes,skills,and knowledge,as they make for 

success in any farm shop work have also expanded and grown. 

If he takes over a place of his own as a result of his 

projects,he should be able to handle the shop jobs which 

arise. If he goes into partnership with his father he has 

the same need of these farm shop skills. The project,ex- 

panded to a farming business supplies the motive for a 

course in farm mechanics. The boy's home farm is his pro- 

ject environment, and as such it should be the source of 

the farm mechanics jobs which he will use in developing 

his proficiency in farm repair and construction problems. 

The True-to-Life Situation. 

Much has been saio, about the necessity of working on 

true-to-life jobs under natural working conditions. This 

is an assumption set up in this study and is one accepted 

as a proper teaching situation by a large number of edu- 

cators. It is within the scoe of this paper to show uon 

what reasoninc, this assumption is based. 

1. Levels of achievement vary. All things done by the 

learner have a desirable level of achievement by which 

the finished product is rated. ach farm job sets up its 

own level of achievement.The farm shop jobs are so varied, 

and have so many varied uses, that it is doubtful if a 

level of achievement can be set up for a job that will 



hold hen this same job or similar jobs are niet latcr. 
The finish on the table top from the Industrial Arts 

department probably has one level of perfection, but tue 

level of achievement for the cold chieel or the panel 

is decided by the worker as he does the particular job, 

and as he knows for what purposes he is doing the job. 

If the boy is to continually strive for a desirable level 

0± perfection he should do so on actual jobs, as each job 

sets up its own levels of achievement.Proper attitudes 

toward high levels of' workmanship will be developed more 

effectively on real jobs than on practice or pseudo jobs. 
', . 

Skills alone not enough. The farai mechanics work i also 

concernecwith developing attitudes and knowledge as well 

as skills. Knowledge is here interpreted to mean tbe abil- 

ity to use facts properly as well as to k.ve facts. There 

is much evidence to support the contention that attitudes 

and knowledge will be developed and retained in relation 

to interest, understanding, and use. That the boy will 

understand the problems more readily when working on a 

real job; that he will be more interested in the real jobs; 

and that he will make muore use of' the knowledge learned on 

actual problems applied or jobs in use, is a reasone.ble 

assurnjtion. Doing an actual farm mechanics job will be a 

more effective method of developing attitudes,knowl.dge, 

and skills than using practice or pseudo jobs. It is 

working from the psycological to the logical. 
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3. If we are to hold any belief in transfer of traüiing, 
and thit it comes at least in part through the use of 

identical elements, then the statement holds that doing 

the jobs that are simiL.r to, or the saine as those that 
will later be met, will make for economy and effective- 
ness of learning. 

Sumnnary. 

There are two points that must be reemphasized as 

a conclusion to these preliminary statements. First,the 
ultimate ideal in method of the instructor of farm rnech- 

anics is to give a well-rounded and quite inclusive set 

of skills and abilities by teaching with actual jobs. 

Secondly, the school plant and curriculuir. fixes the 

limit on this desirable method by its varied aims and 

courses, and its responsibilities to others besiaes the 

boys in agriculture. 
Because of this last restriction it has been to a 

large extent impossible to attain not only the natural 

setting ideal but the proper teaching organization of the 

real jobs. Since it is not desirable to change the school 

to fit the needs of the agriculture department, it i 

left to the resourcefulness of the vocational agricilture 

personnel to develop a method of getting enough varied 

"real" jobs upon which the boys may work. 

With these ideals and problems in mind we are lead 

now to the specific aim of this thesis: It is to determine 

the possibilities or usine. the boy's home farm as a source 
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of enouh jobs around which to build a ell-runded 
course in farm mechanics. Because possibilities are to 

be determined, such conclusions will be suested at the 

end as seem justified in the light of the developments 

of this thesis. 
Weaknesses of Farm Mechanics Courses. 

There are a number of criticisms of trie work in farm 

mechanics which should be discussed brieiiy in an attempt 

to show the desirability of using the boy's home farm as 

a source of his shop projects. 
(i) Artificial. 

That disadvantage of teaching under artificial con- 

ditions, and often with artificial jobs is a serious weak- 

ness. The artificial conditions force us to the artificial 
jobs. Without jobs,skills,attitudes and. knowledge cnnnot 

be taught. To the extent the boy works on actual j obs , to 

that extent he will be able to do the job again whenever 

it is encountered. 

Not only must the skills and attitudes be learned 

but they should be learned in their proper coordination1 

It is doubtful if a skill is attained until learned in 

its natural settiri. 
Too often the jobs in the school fri shop are ar- 

tificial.They are artificial because, 

1. They may be jobs not often done on the farm, and they 

would not be included in our aim of "jobs commonly found 
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on the farms of the comnunity»' Jobs of furniture con- 

struction, ornamentc1 concrete work, fore tonus, are 

possible OXafllple8. Tills criticism is not as evident as it 
was before such surveys as those taken in Kansas,Linnesota, 

California,Colorado arid Oregon were summarized. (6cmidt, 

G.A. arid others.Teaching Farm Shop Work arid Farm Mechan- 

ics. LY. Century Co. 192?. ) These surveys attempted to 

discover which jobs of construction and repair the farm- 

ers deemed most important, as well as thost jobs coxmon- 

ly foind on farms. This criticism of the work because of 

the use of jobs not strictly farra mechanics jobs, bas 

been rectified to a 1are extent, and further improvement 

is suggested in this thesis later by the use of the 

survey. 

2. Jobs may be artificial because they are not done in 

natural sequence or because no attention is paid to nat- 

ural need. It may be the result of the setting, or school 

limitations, but never-the-less it nuts the taint of arti- 
ficiality on the jobs. An illustration might be given of' 

a class nearly all of whom are rehandling axes. The job is 
a common farra job, but the criticism has to do with the 

unnatural order in which most of these boys are tadng up 

this job. Will not the job give more interest, and there- 

fore better learning if it is taken up when needed,or 

naturally? One boy's influence may bave been the cause of 

this unusual interest in getting these axes in, but a 
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more likely explanation is that the instructor insisted 

that they be brought in. VThatever the reasons, the situa- 

tion is artificial. 

:5. Jobs are artificial because they are practice jobs.The 

instructor may resort to practice jobs because he hasn't 

the real jobs to work on(such as in belt lacing), or he 

feels that unskilled boys may cause damage on a real job, 

as in saw filing. He may also feel that he can do a better 

teaching job if each boy is put in a situation that keeps 

him under close scrutiny, or makes possible work on a defi- 

nite set of skills without hindrance or distraction of 

other labor that might be necessary on the real jobs. 

Welding a single ring as compared with learning to 

weld on a real log chain, is an example. 

Some few farm mechanics teachers believe in no practice 

jobs. Others feel that tiley can often be used to advan- 

tage. Certainly a part of our problem is to see if un- 

necessary practice work can be lebsened, and to set up an 

understanding of what practice work it will not eliminate. 

The farm mechanics teacher has often criticised the 

industrial arts teacher for working on practice jobs in 

order to develo skills. They demonetrated the skills and 

made jobs to fit. They at least taught all the skills 

they set out to teach. No doubt but that some farm shop 

teachers have gone too far in overlooking the need of 

a well-rounded and complete set of skills. He has at- 



tempted to use real jobs 

failed to set up a yearl 

the skills necessary. He 

and has neglected to see 

ities and skills wanted. 
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throughout the year, but he has 

y program of work involving all 

used jobs because they were real 

if these jobs taught all abil- 

(2) Other Criticisms. 

Other criticisms or weaknesses have been expressed 

of some of the farm mechanics work. One has to do with the 

fact that the boy spends too much time on jobs the necess- 

ary skills of which he already knows. It is a valid cnt- 

icism. Perhaps the main causes of this have to do with the 

scarcity of varied jobs to work on, or the failure of the 

instructor to set UI) a !early program in advance, or, as 

case in a few instances, the boy may 

have been exploited. Proper selection of jobs to meet 

desirable skills in a planned yearly program would do 

much to overcome this criticism. To do this is a problem 

of this research. 

Another criticism closely related with other faults 

of the shop proram is that of the inactivity of the boys. 

One type of inactivity is the case of the boy with no 

physical work. He may wander about, often causing some 

disciplinary problem. Another boy may be busy but is 

"loafing" never-the-less. His is a case of mental inac- 

tivity. It is not corrected by supplying work or plenty of 

jobs, but by selecting jobs in proper teaching order that 

will keep his mind busy and interested. The coniection of 
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study can only sugest a guide for the organization and 

selection of jobs useful in building up a yearly program. 

The Problem Set U. 

It is not the purpose of this study to set up a pan- 

acea for all the ills of the farn mechanics course, bu.t 

by detailed analysis and search to find what possibilities 

one measure may have in preventing some of the weaknesses 

mentioned. This measure is that of using the boy's home 

farm or survey to get shop jobs, and the problem is that 

of discovering if, and to vhat extent this measure will 

erase or lessen some of the weaknesses. 

T} SURVEY: ORGA1IZATION A1D UE OF RLSULTS. 

Procedure. 

In getting lists of jobs fOi use in a farm mechanics 

course, a survey was made of twenty-one farms of the Will- 

ammette Valley near Corvallis, Oregon. Some of these 

farms were on bottom land, and others on the foot-hill 

slopes. Dairyine is the major livestock enterprise, and 

small grains, fruits, nuts, and forage constitute the 

main crops. The farms are most of them quite small. The 

boys whose farms were surveyed were in the ninth grade 

taking their first work in vocational agriculture. 

The survey was started about October 20, and was 

completed about Deccinber lb. The actual time for corn- 

pleting each survey after arriving at the farm varied 

from forty-five minutes to an hour and a half. As was to 
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be expected, excellent couperation was given by the 

parents or guardians of the boys as soon as the nature of 

the survey was explained. 

In order to build up a survey that would meet the 

needs of this study, the writer studied much material. 

This consisted of lists of jobs taken from farm mechan- 

ics surveys of different states as received from farmers; 

farm mechanics references; extension and experiment sta- 

tion bulletins of Oregon; and of course the writer's own 

experience in farmin, and in teaching farm mechanics. 

The Survey Fornì. 

The appendix e,ives one of the complete surveys 

after bein filled. The information derived from the sur- 

vey is in scriit. The lists of jobs were made as complete 

as WaS thought necessary, and subsequent events proved 

that the lists could have been cut down a good deal. It 

is suggested here that each man in the field will want 

to revise the survey to fit his conditions and to make 

it economical of time. Perhaps a rather complete survey 

should be used the first time. 

Reference to the survey in the appendix will make 

clear the discussion wnich follows. The jobs relating to 

livestock were divided according to the enterprise such 

as dairy, hos,sip, and so on, hut the jobs relating to 

crops were divided according to the type of operations 

involved, such as land preparation and cultivation, and 

seeding or planting. There are twelve sheets and seven- 
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teen divisions of' the survey. 

There is a reason for the arrangement being as it is. 

As the survey was to be presented for a farmer's reac- 

tions-to et Cacts- it should be put in a form common to 

his way of thinking. He thinks in terms of his daily work 

as with dairy cattle, poultry, land preparation or liar- 

vesting. The divisions of the survey follow this idea. 

Some divisions such as the farm home,fami thop and 

fencing were set up separately due to the similarity of 

jobs. An explanation of the different column headings is 

aropriate here: 

Possible 3bs. All jobs that might be met were listed. 

some on each sheet were later found useless, and at 

least for the particular locality surveyed, could be e- 

lirninated. In a few cases additional jobs were added.No 

change was xiade without ood cause. 

Inventory: farm. The purjose of this column was to give 

a check of those items of equipment on the farm for future 

reference as they might be potential sources of jobs. It 

WaS not a column of equal value on all sheets. 

Inventory:Needed. By reference to the column on remarks 

it will be seen that the ax" shows the items under the 

°needed" column to be wholly the op1nin of the instruc- 

tor. As little use was found for the column, ad as the 

data taken from this column would be subjective in nature, 

it is suggested that it be eliminated. 

Repairs or New Parts. T1.is column was designed to take 
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care of any repair work or repair involving new parts. 

This was one of the three co.Lumnb tnt later proved to be 

extremely valuable. 

Construction,Set-up, or Installation. .nything in the way 

of buildins or equipment was cnecicea unuer this column 

if it was to be new, installed, cunstructed, or set up. 

Also an important column. 

Remarks. This probably was probably the most uril of 

any. Most of the jobs,watevr their nature ,took tangi- 

ble f orn and developed meaning by a few descriptive terms 

or short explanations. 

When to be done. This coluJQn was found to be of little 

value, aithouh a sincere effort was made to fil]. it in. 

The reader will appreciate the fact that the farmer could 

not always be sure when he wanted the job done.The larger 

the job the more this is evident due to financial difí'1- 

culties. While it would be a fine thing to set up the 

actual time of doing jobs, the nature of the farm make- 
to 

up and the inabilityAget definite answers for this column 

make the column one of doubtful value in its ultimate use 

for making a yearly program of shop work. 

The information given was by someone in authority 

and reliable. On ten of the surveys the boy and the two 

parents were together in giving t.ie information. Both 

parents cooperated in giving the information on four 

others, and only on one survey did the boy give the great- 
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er part of the information, and in this case the boy was 

in charge of the small fifteen acre farm. His Lother was 

consu1td regarding the farm home needs. 

Use and Organization of Results. 

The completed surveys with their important informa- 

tion are not in a form acceptable to the shop instructor. 
The information on the surveys will want to be put to use 

on charts, summary sheets, and yearly prorams that will 

expiite the work of the teacher as well as help in ehm- 

mating some weaknesses of the course.Á yearly program is 

of course the device that is wanted but one impossible 

unless the survey material is put in convenient forms. 

The Job Chart. 

In orUer to make the survey material accessible 

large charts,called Job Charts were constructed. A rep- 

resentative section of this chart is shown on page 19. 

The backs of two large calendars 42 x 30 inches were 

used. All pertinent information was pt on these eiieets 

as well as the names of the boys on whose farms the mf or- 

mation was gathered. 

The jobs were listed vertically, and the pertinent 

items of information regarding the jobs, and the names of 

the boys were charted horizontally. The jobs are set off 

according to their divisions as farm machinery,soldering, 

and tool sharpening. The jobs under each division were 

1istd in order of their frequency, or number of farms on 

which the jobs occured. Some modifying marks vïre often 



Table 1. A section of the Job Chart 

Divisions 
j Items ______ ines (T indicates truck available) 

and Jobs 

_______________________ 

o. 
erms 
ccur- 

Ing 

To be 

done 
on the 
farm 

Can be 
done in 
school 

shop 

ProThn 

plans 
at 

school 

Davis1 

L. 

Folks, 

E 

Gant, 

L. 

Graves, 

B. 
FARM MACHThERY 
(x) Possible need for 
forge or iron v;ork 

Plow-walking-ne'r beam 

repair and overhaul. 

to buy new one 

Rake-Side-delivery 
xrepairs _____ ______ 

SOLDERIITG 
_______ ________ __________ _________ 

Crearii cans-repair _____ ______ 
- 

Palis-general_repair _____ ______ 
_______ _______ _________ _________ _____ - 

FE'TC IiG 
_______ ____ _______ _________ ________ 

_______________ 
Anchor oibrace 

- 

posts______ 

______ _____ _______ ______ 

_______ 

_______ 

________ 

_______ 

____________________ 

_________ -______ 

__________ 

________ ___________ 
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necessary. or instance under farì machinery, the indi 
vidual items or jobs were marked viith and (x) if the re- 
pair was thought to involve any forge work. In the divi- 
sion of buildings,(con) was placed before those jobs to 

be constructed, (rep) before those to be repaired, and 

(rem) before those jobs needing remodeling. 

Columns showing whether the job should be done on 

the farm, in the school shop, or whether the job should 

have its preliminary planning and drawing and estimating 
done at school,followed. Then the n&nes of the twenty-one 

boys followed under whiem checks were placed opjosite the 

jobs found on that boy's farm. A diagonal check is sug- 

gested here as it can be made into a cross with the oppo- 

site diagonal when the job bas been coinplted by the boy. 

It is undesirable and unnecessary to show a copy of 

the completed chart. All the information on the chart 

which bears on taie problem will follow in more condensed 

and tabulated form. See page 21. 

'requei.cy of jobs. Table 2 will give the complete list of 

jobs in their proper divisions.Column 2 shows the fre- 
quency of each job. 

Is job available. Column 3 relates to the piace where the 

job will probably be done. It also indicates if prelimi- 

nary plans or estimates can be done at school. These are 

indicated on the table by "Parm", "Shop", and "Plans". 
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Table 2.Sunìïriary of information found on the surveys, 

and taken from the Job Chart. Lists jobs,their fre- 
quency, and where the jobs shoLJd be done. 

i 

Divisions 
and 

Jobs. 

___________________ 

2 
Frequency 
or number 
of farms 
occuring. 

-- 3._ 
Where the job 
should be done. 

n farm,or at 
school.Should. pre- 
lilninary plans be 
made at school? (pl ) 

Wood ajilDlianceE. 
Construction only. 
(x) indicates possible 
iron work. ______ 

xFarm gates g Shop 
Hog oilers g 
Hog troughs 7 Shop 
xHog feeders 6 Shop 
Brooder coops. 6 Shop 
xWatering trough 5 Shop 
xStep ladders. Shop 
Hog creeps Farm 
Poultry feeders Shoo 
Barn medicine cabinets 5 Shop 
Peed bins Farm(pl) 
xEveners.2-3-4 horse 5 Shoo mdiv. hog houses 3 Farm Pl 
Cow stanchions 3 Farm Pl 
Mangers 3 Farm(P1 
Book cabinets 3 Shop 
Ladders 3 Shop 
Milk stools 3 Shop 
xFoot gates 3 

10 
Poultry waterers 3 

Ironing boards 3 Snop 
Fence or corral panels 2 Shop 
Broody coops 2 
xWagon box 2 Snop 
Cooler in house 2 Farm(P1) 
Built-in cabinets 2 parm(pl) 
Nail and tool boxes 2 Shop 
Window boxes 2 Shop 
Cupboards i Snop 
Box stalls i Farm 
Flower stands i Shop 
Brooder house i Parm(Pl 
Flour bin partition i Farm(Pl 
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Taile 2 (con't) 

xFeedin carts 4 Shop 
Loading chutes 3 Sh01) 

Calf stanchions 4 Shop 

Uay feeders 4 Farm (pl) 

Theelbarrows 4 Shop 

Enclosing sink front i Pa p]. 

Guard rails i p 

Stalls in barn i 'arni pl 

xRay racks i 'arm Pl 

Neckyokes i Shop 

Bench drawer(shop) i Shop 

Sacking frame i Farrn(pl) 

Nests i Shop 

Saw horses i Shop 

Woodboxes i Shop 

Kitchen tables i shop 
Vine trellis i Shop 

Gun cases i Shop 

xTrailer 1 Shop 

Total for division 156 

Tool Sharpenin. 

Cross-cut band saw 20 Sho 

Rip hand saws 17 
Scissors 16 

Butcher knives 13 H 

Wood bits 8 II 

Jxes and. hatchets 7 

Plane irons 5 

'LTood chisels 4 I' 

Tin snips 4 I, 

Timber saws 3 
H 

Hoes 3 I, 

Hack saws 2 
H 

Key hole saws 2 

Sheep shears 2 U 

Corn knives 2 

Screwdrivers 2 

Drill bits 1 

Glass cutters 1 

Sasae mill blades i 

Vegetable choppers 1 

Pruning saws i 

Total for division lib 
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arxn Machinery. (x) 
indicates possible need 
for iron work. 

Harrows-spike tooth 
xsharpen spikes 6 Shop 
X overhaul and repair 4 Shop 
buy new one i (pi) 

Harrow-disc 
take down for sharpening 2 Farm 
xOverhaul i ShoD 
X new tongue i Shop 

Harrow-spring tooth 
buy new one i (pl) 

Mower-repairs 5 Sho 
buy new one 2 (Pi 

xoverhaul 2 

Plow lays 
xto sharpen 8 Shop 

Pl ows -walki ng 
xrepair and overhaul 3 Shop 
new beam i Shop 
buy new one i (Pi) 

Plow-rioing or tractor 
adjustment i Either 
xseat repair i Shop 

xoverhaul i Either 

Binder 
xadjustment or overhaul 4 Farm 

reel repairs i Shop 

Drill 
xrepairs 2 Farm 

new discs i Farm(Pl) 

overhaul or adjust i Shop 

Grinds tone 
xrepairs 4 Shop 

Combine pick-up 
xrepairs i Parm(Pl) 

buy new one i (pi) 

xadjuz t or repair i Farm(PJ) 

Cultivator 
xrepair 3 Shop 

Bearings-rebabbit 2 Shop 

Leveler 
xconstruct new i Shop 

Rolle r 
xrepair i 



1 2 3 

Wag on 
xrepair i Shop 

Potato planter 
ove rÌiaul i 8hop 

Manure spreader 
repair i Parna(pi) 

Lawn mower 
repair i Shop 

Total this division 

Bui1din: eonstruction, 
repair, remodeling. 

House-parts or all 
to remodel r 

FanLi(Pl) 
roof(rep) or reshingle li " 

stairs(rep) or (rem) 2 'I 

closet in house 2 I' 
H 

porch con i " I' 

porch rem i 'I 

Barns or large buildings 
large barn(rem) 3 I' 

'I 

floors(rep) 2 " 

lean-to(con) i " 

foundation rep i n u 

small barn rem i " " 

Doors: house or others 
repair 9 ' 

Ho house (con) 3 i' i' 

repair 2 I, n 

Poultry house (rep) 3 u n 

construction 2 n u 

Shop (rem) 2 
construction 2 " " 

Machine shed(rep) or(rem) 2 " " 

construction i « 

Milk house (con) 3 " n 

Granary (con) i " 

Wood shed. (con) i " 

Walnut dryer (con) i " " 

Total this division 64 
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Farm Forge d 
Iron Work. 

Cold chisels-redress 12 Shop 
Gate hinges lo 
Gate latches or hooks 10 
Cold chisels-const. 5 
Punches-redress 4 u 

Foot scrapers 2 
Punches-const. 2 
Strawberry runner 2 
Forge tongs 2 
Clevis 1 u 

Corn knife-const. i 'I 

Water tank flower box i 

Log chain-repair i u 

Pinch bar-const. i U 

Wedes_sliarpen i 

Staarn boiler-reoair i I' 

Tot1 this division 56 

Farm Motors. 

Auto-overhaul 14 Shop 
trouble shooting ii Shop 

Stati onary engine- ove r- 
haul 6 Shop 

Truck-upkeep 4 Farm 
overhaul 3 Shop 

Belt work-splicing or 
repair 4 Shop 

Tractor-overhaul 2 Farm 
upkeep i Farm 

Combine engine-overhaul 2 Shop 
upkeep i Farm 

Elec.motor-repair 2 Shop 
Convert auto to bug i Shop 

Total this division 51 

Plumbing,Water Supply 
and Sanitation. 

Hot water installation Farm(Pi) 
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Septic tank and. tile 
Bathrooi. fixtures 

installation 
fixture repair 

Pipe line to lawn, 
barns or field, 
hose repair 

Pump installaticn 
Windmill to buy 
Survey for drainage 
Sprinkler repair and 

adjustment 
Total this division 

Painting, 
Calcimining, etc. 

Papering 
House interior painting 
Cal ciminin 
Machinery painting 
Barn painting 
House exterior painting 
Small wood aopliances 

painting 
wool painting 
Silo painting 
hi tewashing 

Total this division 

Handle fitting 

6 
5 

5 
5 
2 
2 
i 

i 

43 

7 
6 
4 
4 
3 
2 

i 

i 

i 

i 

30 

Farm (pi ) 

Farm Pl 
Farm Pl 

Farm(Pl) 
Shop 
Farm (pl) 

(Pl) 
Farin(Pi) 

Shop 

Parm(Pl) 
I, It 

II II 

II It 

II It 

Shop 
Shop 
Farin(Pi) 
Farm(Pi) 

Hammers g Shop 
Hoes and rakes 6 II 

Shovels(includes sorne rep.5 
lb.y forks 4 u 

Axe 2 II 

5aws 2 I, 

Pruning hooks 1 II 

Corn knife i II 

Total this division 30 
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i 

Harness 1epair and 
Upkeep. 

C1eanin and oi1in 13 Shop 
General repair 14 Shop 
Total this division 27 

Miscellaneous Jobs 

Shop inventory 14 Farm 
Shop reariangement li Farm 
Total this division 

Windows, Screens 
and Glazing 

Vlindow repair 8 Either 
window insta1]tion 6 Either 
Screens -new 3 Farm 
Screens-renew 3 Shop 
Screen repair 2 shop 
Total this division 22 

Wood appliances:repairs. 
Cx) indicates possible 
iron work. 

xStep ladder b Shop 
Chair repair 5 

Ladders 4 

xTheelbarrows 3 

xFoot gates i 'I 

Scale rack i Farm 
Total this division 19 

Concrete 

Walks and steps 7 Farii(P1) 

Floors 2 Parrn(Pl) 
Forge 2 Either 
Landroller 2 Shop 
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Set clothes-line post 1 Farm(Pl) 
Bird bath i Either 
Complete basement i Farm(P1) 
Total this division 16 

Fencing 

Anchor or brace posts 
setting 13 Farm(P1) 
Total this division 13 

Electricity 

Wiring farm buildings 5 Fann(P1) 
Repair cords,switches, 

outlets,sockets 3 Either 
Electric pump installation 2 Farm 
Outlets instailaticn 1 Farm (pl 

) 

Total this di vision IT 

Soldering 

Pails-general repair 2 Shop 
Oil cans-repair 2 Shop 
Cream cans-repair i Shop 
Pails-handle repair 1 Shop 
Retinning irons i Shop 

Total this division 7 

Rope work. 

y rope-splice 4 Shop 

H.alters i Shop 
Miscellaneous 1 Shop 

Thtal this division 
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2 1 

Brickwork and 
Plaster 

Fireplace repair i Farm Pl 
Flue repair i Farm Pl 
Plaster repair i Farm Pl 
Total this division 

Total number of times jobs occured on farms ----- 769 

Column 3 of Table 2 does not get its material di- 

rectly from the survey. The decisions as to whether a job 

can be brought in to the shop,or if preliminary plans and 

estimates should be made in the shop,mnust lie with the in- 

structor. The instructor in making his decisions does so 

only after careful study of limiting factors, which in 

this case are the criteria of whether or not he can et 

the job into the siooì shop: 

i) Is the job movable before or after repair,remodeling, 

or construction? 
2) Is it of such a size or shape as to cause serious in- 

conveni ence? 

3) Just how valuable in this job in giving some needed 

learning activities? 

a.Can the learning activities be carried on as well 

with soine other job? 

b.How often will this particular job need to be done 

by the boy? 

c. Will this job give training in skills typical of 
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many other skills? Is it a typical skill or oDeration? 

4. Is the job readily accessible? 

The first two criteria can be judged because of fa- 

miliarity with the job or type of job. The third criteria 

weighs the teaching value of the job. It may be possible 

to get the job into the shop, but if it is not a typical 

farm job, or if it lacks importance as determined by 

saving in time and iiloney, the teacher may still feel it 

is best not to get the job in. 

The summary of the decisions of where the jobs should 

be done gives a total of 83 items that probably would have 

to be done on the farrn,136 items or jobs that can and 

should he done at the school shop, and 7 that could not be 

definitely placed. 58 of the 83 home or farm jobs need to 

bave careful plans,estimates, or drawings made for them in 

the school shop before actual work starts on the farm. 

Reference to those jobs of buying some new piece of ma- 

chinery or equipment indicates that only estimating or 

planning is necessary and is to be done at the school. 

There are six of these jobs. 

The Completed Chart. 

The summary of the survey,or the "Job Chart" has now 

been set up and completed, and is ready for use as a ref- 

erence and as a basis for further steps in setting up a 

yearly program. 
The Skill Sheet. 

0f perhaps as much value to the shop instructor as 
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this "Job Chart" is a chart or check sheet that will 

serve as a guide for acquiring desirable skills or 

common operations. An explanation is necessary here that 

the reader may understand what is meant on later refer- 

ence to the skills on the "Skill SheetH. A job,such as 

building a small barn, is made up of operations,such as 

cutting rafters, or shingling, which operations are fur- 

ther broken down into skills such as sawing miters,nail- 

ing and so on . The instructor is interested in having 

each boy become proficient in doing the skills and oper- 

ations which will later be met in the many jobs found on 

the average farm. Hense the "Skill Sheet" now to be dis- 

cussed and illustrated, contains both skills and basic, 

or cor.imonl, found, operations. Later reference to skills 

in relation tc the skill sheet,or the yearly program of 

work relates to both the skills and these common opera- 

tionsThe "Skill Sheet" is illustrated in Table 3.Only 

a small part of the entire sheet is given due to limited 

space. All essential information will be presented. The 

skills and operations that should be had by each boy are 

listed vertieally.The names of the boys are listed hori- 

zontally. As a boy learns a skill, or has gained profi- 

ciency in an oeration, checks may be placed under his 

name opposite the skills or oraticns. 

This sheet is the result of a necessary movement to 

overcome certain weamesses of farm mechanics instruction. 
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Because the insti'uctor needs a guide to his job, the 

"Skill Sheet" is valuable. This sheet will also indicate 

to the instructor thenumber of times a boy has had work 

on certain skills. The instructor does not purposely put 

the boy on any job just to keep hini busy in the hopes that 

in two or three years of farm mechanics work the boy will 

bave become proficient in all the skills desirable. Not 

knowing, however, what jobs are available, and often 

finding it necessary to give the boy work on anything that 

ciles bandy, the instructor is very likely to be guilty 

of having an unbalanced program that will result in an un- 

balanced set of farm snop skills. It is suggested that the 

"Skill Sheet" may help eliminate this criticism. 

Needs and Uses Illustrated. 

Because of the nature of the farm mechanics materials 

(the actual fr.i jobs) the teaching of skills has often 

been by chance. The instructor has taken the jobs jt as 
he finds them, or just as they come to him. A farmer wants 

a half dozen Fanels made. The ixtructor Futs two or three 

boys on them whether or not these boys have learned the 

skills necessary in making panels. Shortly afterwards one 

of these same boys wants to make himself a gate. Without 

the":ills Sheet" little consideration can be given to 

the needs of this boy for other skills necessary in a bal- 

anced farm mechanics course. The instructor does not have 

a list of skills against wiich he can check to see how 

much and what kind of woodwork this boy has done, or what 
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Table 3. A portion of the Skills Bheet as it 
might be set up and used by the teacher. 

Divisions: Boys' Names. _______________ 
skills and 
Operations. 

I 

Wm. T L. D. L. F. L. G. B. G. 

Wood work and 
Carpentry. 

Cross-cut sawing 
sawing 

Miter sawing 
Chiseling - 

______ ______ _______ 

Squaring______ ______ ______ ______ 

Laying off 
______ ______ 

Assembling 
_____ ______ ______ 

N. i i i n g 
______ ______ ______ 

Planeing______ 

______ _______ _______ 

Estimating______ 

______ ______ ______ 

Buyinb lumber 
_____ ______ ______ 

Laying foundations 
_____ ______ ______ 

Erecting framework 
______ ______ ______ 

autting rafters 
______ ______ ______ 

Laying siding 
______ ______ ______ 

Laying trim 
______ ______ _______ 

Shingling 
______ ______ _______ 

Making openings 
______ ______ ______ 

Bracing 
______ ______ 

______ 
_______ 

___ 

Farm Machinery 

-- Buying - ____ ____-.- -- 
Assembling - - - - ____ 
Replacing par 
Estimating costs 

___ ______ ______ 

Tearing down 
_______ _______ _______ 

Adjusting 
______ 

Lubrication 
______ 
______ 

______ ______ 

Tool Srpening 

______ ______ 

Useoffiles 
Cross-cut saws 
Ripsaws 
Drill bft 

_______ 
______ 

j 

_______ 
______ ______ 

___ 
(See others in table 4. 

) 
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other things the boy should do. 

The"Skill sheet" would also have told the instructor 

that this boy was read for sorne rather difficult wood- 

work, and that there was another boy in the class with 

little or no experience as might be gained from making a 

gate. This unskilled boy may be working on concrete forms, 

and be showing discouragement. By reference to the sheet, 

this difficulty may be corrected, if not prevented in the 

first place by switching the two boys-the experienced boy 

on the forms, and the inexperienced on the gate. 

Other illustrations should be given: A boy has been 

kept busy all year on jobs brought from home or given 

him by the instructor. He should, according to his indus- 

try and efforts, be quite proficient in many lines of fa 

mechanics activities. Yet as we analyze his activities we 

find he has done many small wood jobs, some soldering jobs, 

and has spent a good deal of time about the forge. He had 

no opportunity for farm building work, concrete instruc- 

tion, harness repair, and little,if any, tool sharpening. 

This analysis should discourage the instructor in the hap- 

hazard and chance methods he has been using. A Skill Sheet 

and the Job Chart would have made it possible to prevent 

this weakness. 

Many and varied examples could be given showing uses 

of the Job Chart and of the Skill Sheet. A more important 

use of these devices, in developing a yearly program will 

have to suffice in showing the value resulting from the 
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use of these two charts. 

The skills and operations as lis t.d in table 4 do 

not have to be worked out by each teacher. They are quite 

general and common to farm mechanics work throughout the 

country. Some of tiose given may have to be eliminated 

to make them suitable for local conditions, and in a few 

cases some may need to be adãed. Most of those unnecessary 

to the farms of the conunity surveyed were eliminated. 

Table 4. Skills and Basic Operations as 
Found on the Skill Sheet. 

Woodwork and Carpentry. 

Sawing: Cross-cut; rip; miter. 
Chiseling. Assembling. 
Squaring. Nailing. 
Leveling. Planeing. 
Laying off. Boring 
Cuttin 'rafters.Bracing. 
Laying siding. Laying trim. 

stimating. 
Buying lumber 
Modeling. 
Building foundation forms 
Erecting framework. 
shingling. 
Making openings. 

Rope Work. 

Whipping. End knots: End splices. 
Bight knots. Hitches. Splicing. 
Block and tackle problems. 

Harness Work. 

Sèwed splice. Ri.vetedplice. Waxed ends. 
Wash harness. Oil harness. Adjust harness. 

Farm Drawing. 

Making printed alphabet and nunierals. 
Reading blue prints. 

Soldering. 

Floor plans. 
-Workindrawing. 

Generate blow torch. Cleaning and tinning copper. 
Soldering seams. Cleaning and fluxing metals. 
Sweating. _tching small holes. 
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Tool Sharpening. 

oss-cut saw. Knives Planes and chisels. 
Hand rip saw. Axes. Hoes and shovels. 
Timber saws. Scissors. Use of carborundum. 
compass saw. Auger bit. Use of grindstone. 
Drill bit. Use of files. Use of oil stone. 

Concrete Work. 

Testing aggregate. Estiting. Measuring. 
Pouring or placing. Reinforcing. Leveling. 
pading. Tamping, Curing. 

Farm Blacksmithing. 

Building forge fire. Holding a fire. Drawing. 
:stimating stock. Heating metal. Upsetting. 
Forging and shaping. Cutting metal. Bending. 
Drilling holes. Punching holes. Tempering. 
Hack saw work. Testing metals. Threading. 
Sharpening cold chisel. Filing. Riveting. 
Removing rivets or bolts. Sharpening plow lays. 

Farm Machinery. 

Buying. Replacing parts. Assembling. 
Bstimating. Tearing dovrn. Adjusting. 
Removing parts. Lubrication. Insection. 

Farm Motors. 

Remove carbon. Fit piston rings. Adjust governor. 
Grind valves. Time ignition. Trouble shooting. 
Clean spark plugs. Liniñg up engine and shaft. 
Adjust tappets. Adjust brakes. Focus lights. 
Clean breaker points. Connect power take-off. 

Glass and Glazing. 

Handling glass. 1.easuring opeis.itting glas 
0utting glass. tyin. ________________________ 

Plumbing and Water. 

Estimating. Buying. Reducing or éiÏarging. 
Cutting pipe. Threading pipe. Measuring. 
Putting in fixtures.Installing hot water tanks. 

Farm Electricity. 

Operating and caring for farm plant. Estimating cos 
Reading a meter. Wiring. Replacing fuses. 
Repair of wires,cords, or sockets. Installing fixtures 
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Handle Fitting. 

iiring flanches. Rasping. Ing to size. 
Wedging Riviting. Hanging. 

Plastering. 

Mixing mortar. Applying plaster for repair. 

The Yearly Program. 

The mention has been made from time to time that the 

teacher needs a yearly program of skills and jobs. It has 

been explained that due to the nature of farm mechanics, 

the instructor bas neither been sure of what the boy had 

in the way of jobs to work on,nor what skills the boy had 

learned or yet needed. The Job Chart and Skills Sheet have 

been developed to somewhat lessen these difficulties,hut 

they are not sufficient. What the instructor is not yet 

able to do is set up hi year's work in advance. Under 

ideal conditions the instructor would want to know exact- 

ly what skills and operations he would want to teach the 

coming year, and just what jobs he is going to give the 

boye during the coming year, in order to give instruction 

and practice in these skills and operations. If he could 

do this a good deal of doubt as to which way to turn would 

be eliminated in the teaching of farm mechanics. 

Skills for the Ninth Grade Boy. 

An attempt will be made to illustrate the method that 

may accomplish this purpose. A list of skills will be set 
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UI) as believed suitable for the ninth grade boy. Fo11owin 

this list jobs will be selected from the job chart that 

should give sufficient study and practice in the skills 

or operations as listed. An effort viili also be ¡nade in 

this connection to show how jobs from a boy's farm will 

touchon many skills, as well as cive an opportunity for 

the instructor to teach on a difficulty basis. Finally, 

the limitations of the yearly program will be discussed, 

and the yearly program as a whole shown as table 8. 

In doing the first step, that of selecting the pro- 

per skills,the instructor would ask himself such questions 

as, 

1." Is this skill needed in the later shop work of this 

boy in his schooling?" 

2. " Will this skill be of value in any part of his ro- 

ject program?" 

3. If the boy leaves school has he gained knowledge and 

skills of maximum benefit?" 

4. " Will this skill ordinarily be of the proper degree of 

difficulty for this ninth year group?" 

With these criteria in mind he then sets up the 

skills he considers suitable and needed for the ninth 

year group. These are of course taken from the "Skill 

Sheet." They will be about as follows: (See table 5) 
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Table 5. ki11s for the Ninth Grade Boy. 

Woodwork. 

Rip sawing. Cross-cut sii. Miter sawing. 
Planein,. Boring. Chiseling. Sq.iarin. 
Etinting. Nailin.Driving screws Bracing. 
Buying lumber. Lain off. Assembling. 

Tool Sharpening. 

Rip saw. Compass saw. ChiseI and plane bits. 
Knives. Axes. Use of oil stone. 
Use of file. Use of carborundum and grindstone. 

Handle Fitting. 
Buying handles. Rasping. Fitting to size. 
Wedging. Hanging axe ,hatchet, or hammer. 

Harness Work. 

veting with copper and tubular rivets. Oil harness. 
Waih harness. _________________________ 

Rope Work. 

Whipping. End knots. End splices. 
hitches. Bight knots. Splices. 

Solderin. 
e of }'ovi torch. Tinning copper. Sweating. 

Cleaning .nd fluxing metals. Soldering seams. 
Patching small holes. 

Farm Drawing. 

iking floor plan. Making workïg dralings. 
Reading simple blue prints. ________________ 

More skills may be dravm from painting, glazing, and 

forge work it it is so desired. The list above is only 

8uggested as a desirable step in building a yearly plan. 

Having now outlined what skills or operations he 

wants to teach to this first year group, the teacher can 

next list all those jobs, as far as it is possible to 

foresee their nature, that will be usefil in teaching 

these skills. These jobs are taken from the Jcì Thart. 
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Table 6 will show the jobs selected as being use- 

ful in teaching the skills listed in table 5: 

Table 6.1Tobs Selectd from Job Chart Useful in 

Teaching the Skills for the Ninth Year Group. 

Frege-. Tobs. _____ Frequency. 

Woodwork. Too 3barpenin 

Hog trough 7 Rip hand saw 17 

Brooder coop 6 Butcher knife 13 

Poultry feeder 5 Axe and hatchet 7 

Barn medicine Plane irons 

cabinet. rood chisels 4 

Hog creeps. 5 Hoe 3 

Peed bins s Keyhole or compass saw 2 

Hog feeders 4 Pruning saw i 

Calf stanchions 4 

Loading chute 4 dle Fittin 

Cow stanchions 3 

Mangers 3 Hammers 9 

Milk stools 3 Hoes and rakes 6 

Ladders 3 Axes 2 

Poultry waterers 3 Prunin hook i 

Ironing board 3 

Panels 2 Harness Work. 

Broody coop 2 

Nail and tool box 2 Cleaning and oi1in 13 

Window box 2 General repair 14 

Box stall 1 

Flower stands 1 Soldering 

Guard rails 1 

Nests 1 Pails-general repair 2 

Wood box i Oil cans-repair 2 

Kitchen table 1 Cream cans-repair 1 

Vine trellis 1 Retinning irons i 

Rope Work. Fami Drawing. 

Hay rope-splice 4 Any simle woodworking 
Halters i jobs. 

The teacher will generally be able to tell which 

jobs will be of the proPer difficulty for the ninth grade 

boy.The skills are the basis for this selection,and the 
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the job is considered dif1cult according to the 

(i 
) 
dif.1culty of the skills involved, and (2) the 

number of skills involved. It is of interest at this 

point however, to see which skills, and how many skills 

are to be found in some of trie jobs selected at random 

from the woodworking jobs of table 6,page 40. This 

matching of jobs with their skills is given in table 7: 

Table 7.Woodworkingobs from table 6,Selected at Random, 

and in Orur of Difficulty,with the Skills in winch they 

will furnish practice. 

Jo bs i n Or a e r of' Difict 
Skills. .. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

.Nests. Guard Loading Ironing Poultry 

___________ ____ Rails. Chute. Board. Feeder. 

stimating X X X X X 

Buying X X X X X _____ 
Laying off. x X X X x 

Cross-cut sawin X x x x x 

Sq,uaring. X X X X 
Boring x X 
Rip sawing. x X 

Miter sawing. x x x 
Liselin. X 
Planeing X X 

Assembling. X x X x x 

Driving screws. -- 
Bracing. x x _____ ____ 
Nailing. X X X X X 

No. skills: 7 7 10 12 13 

It is evi4nt that not all types of jobs WjJr1 be 

as easily organized into logical teaching sequence the 

woodworking group,orobably due to a more varied nature, 

but if osiible, organizing on the difficulty level is 

desirable, and the extent to which it can be done is in- 
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dicated in table 7. 

By taking a survey of the boy's farm, and arranging 

the results in an organized sequence, a probable yearly 

program is now possible. By combining tables 5 and 6,an 

advan course of study for the year's work will then 

look o:iething like that set up in brief form in table 8. 

Only enough of the yearly program will be given to illus- 

trate the make-up 

Table 8. Program of Work for flinth Grde Boys. 
1932-33. 

Skills. Jobs aii F'equency. 

_______________-- (In I)9bab le ordcr ofdiffi. cul ty ) 
Ioodw ork . 
Rip sawing. Window box. 2 

Crobs-cut sawin6. Hog trough. 7 

Miter sawing. Plower stand. 1 

planing. Brooder coop. 7 

Nailing. Calf stanchion. 4 

Assembling. Poultry feeder. 5 

(etc) (etc) 

Harness Work. 

Riveted splice. Cleaning and oiling. 13 

Wash harness. enera1 repair. 14 

Oil harness. (etc ) 

(etc). 

Handle Pitting. 

Buying handles. Hoes and rakes 6 

Rasping. Pruning hook i 

Pitting to size. iammers g 

Hanging. Axes 2 
(etc). 

The instructor is now in a Dosition to look ahead 

to the year's work knowing just about where he is to come 
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out. It cannot be assumed however, that this organizing 

of a yearly program, and carrying it out can be done with- 

out discovering many limitations and the need for sie 
adaptation. This is not a bad fault of the method here 

outlined for setting up a farm mechanics program, but 

rather one of its strengths, for it is only by advance 

organization that it is possible to discover particular 
limitations U to anticipate and take steps to prevent 

or overcome them. 

Some of these limitations that may throw difficul- 
ties in the way of advance organizti on, i U that make 

evident the ned of course adaptation,are here briefly 

discussed. 

Limitations of the Yearly Program. 

IED OF PRACTIOE WORK. There are many skills and abili- 
ties that need to be learned on practice jobs. Piling saws 

would be an example, as the first year boys might do a 

good deal of harm if allowed to work on the actual job. 

WORK QUNE VS.ACHING SEQJJIN. An immediate need for 

doing a job might throw off the schedule or course of 

study of the instructor. Because of this need, and because 

the job may be a good type job, tìe instructor will teach 

skills he had not intended tLaching until later. A farmer 

sends in some broken and dull cold cnisels. xie instructor 

knows that temperinb is one of the jobs he wants to teach, 

althougLl he plans on it the following semester. He of 
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course goes ahead with his usual procedure in teac}iin 

the skills involved in t.nis force Job. The fact that the 

other boys in the class are envious of the boy working on 

cold. chisels, or that they thow unusual interest, brin 

UI) the next limitation: 
INREST SEQUENCE. Because a particular job, although 

qiite difficult, is one of extreme interest to the boys 

it may be necessary to bring it in for study and practice 

before the yearly rrogram calle for it. The cold chisels 

gave one possible example.A bread board with a glued joint 
being made for a Christmas present, is another. 

UNCERTAINTY OP TIU JOBS. Jobs the instructor had consid- 

ered esoeclaily suitable for teaching certain skills may 

have been done by the farmer earlier, or perhaps the far- 

mer feels he cannot afford to have the job done at the 

time the teacher wants it. This would not be uncommon 

as the survey is taken in advance of the sc!ool year,or 

shortly after school starts. The frequency of the joh,or 

the number of farms on vi ich it oocurs will indicate 

whether or not it is a seriois limitation. 

DGH OP DIFFICULTY. The instructor has panned on a boy 

making a saw horse, or perhaps a concrete form, each of 

which could be used in teaching some woodworking skills 

and abilities, but when the work is started the instructor 

finds that estimating,making plans,or assembling are much 

too difficult. The instructor cannot always foresee the 
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skills involved. 

TOO MA1TY OR TOO F11 JOBS. There may be too many jobs avail- 
able to teach some skills. Many of these must be eliminat- 
ed. In other divisions of the work there may be too few 

found frou the survey. In this case the instructor must 

make the effort to find enough of the desirable kinds of 
jobs needed to give all the boys work. 

wnmar : Yearly Program and Limitations. 
The limitations bring out some possible advantages of 

setting up the year's course in advance. It should indi- 
cate to the instructor that he has a good deal of adjusting 
to do.It will force him to provide jobs that he vuld never 
have thought about had he no survey or advance plans. Ad- 

vance information on possible weaknesses is in itself a 

strength of an advance organization. Barriers or limita- 
tions discovere because of an organized plan, are much 

easier to surmoun than those hidden behind a Isguess_ 

work" program. 

The Cuimnulative Survey Record. 

By this time it has become apparent that moet of the 
illustrations snd exam)les and tables have dealt with the 
ninth grade boy. This is due to the fact that it seems 

impractical to attempt to set up the yearly program for 
the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades from the survey 

and its resultant charts. It does not mean that the home 



farm with its developing project program cannot be tue 

basis foie the more advanced work in s.iop, but there are 

some limitations in building up the shop course for the 

second, third and fourt.i year aricu1ture boys. Plannin& 

ahead for more than one year may be impractical. The boy 

makes changts in his projects, and the farmer makes 

changes in his farm set-up, or other unpredictible causes 

make a three or four year plan unstable and of little 
value. While tnih inability to use the one survey for set- 
ting up the course for the three or four years of agri- 

culture work gives evidence to the intructor of another of 

the survey's limitations, it is not a difficult objection 

hard to overcome. The shop teacher is in a sition to keep 

his survey date. 

The instructor could take a re-survey each summer or 

fall. Little extra time would be needed as the additional 

items could be checked during a project visit. The use of 

the sae form is suggested, and certainly it is practical 

to suggest that many teachers will want to use the same 

survey. This has the triple advantage of (i) checking up 

on the jobs not yet done by the boy to be sure they are 

yet available, (2) drawing attention to jobs needed by the 

boy during the coming year that the farmer may make a 

special efiort to go aheLd with his repair or building 

plans, &nd(3) checking any recently noticed jobs result- 

ing from breakdovin,building depreciation,change of 
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farming policy, and so on. Thile each man could use 

the resurvey method which he felt would accomplish the 

best results, each would need to keep an accumulative 

survey of the boy's farm if this method of organizing the 

farm mecìianics course is to be of value. 

Resume' of the Instructor's Activities. 

The organization of the course so far has involved 

the foliowing work or steps b the instructor: 

i) Making a farm mechanics survey blank to fit his commun- 

i ty. 

2) Filling out this survey by personal contact with the 

parents of each of the incoming ninth year boys. 

3) Making a job chart to suxnrcarize information found on 

the survey. This will give the jobs and their frequency, 

the extent to which they can be done at the school shop, 

and the names of the boys with the jobs checked under each. 

4).Makin a Skills Sheet. This will show skills and basic 

operations in farm mechanics needed by the boy over four 

years, and the names of the boys for checking skills. 

5) The Yearly Program of work. This includes the skills 

needed for the ninth grade boys, and the jobs found on 

the survey that if done would meet the training needs of 

these boys. 

6) The cummulative survey as a suggested method of getting 

a more accurate basis for tne second,third, and fourth 

year of work. 



Farm Mechanics on the Home Farm. 

Since the aim of the course is to develop in the boy 

the ability to do well all the common farm mechanical jobs, 

and since many of the jobs best suited to instruction can- 

not be done in school, it would seem wise to make some 

suggestions as to how those jobs may be utilized for 

instructional purposes. 

Pre cautions. 

Any job which the boy does at home as a part of his 

school program must be done under a reasonable assurance to 

the parLants that no mistakes involving extra expense or 

delay in work must occur. He sains the needed skills by, 

i) Practice on otner,sirc.ilar jobs in tne shop. 

) 
Work on the particular job under the supervision of the 

instructor. 

Before any work is done on the job at the farm the 

boy must have had, if possible, 

i) A chance to see demonstrations of new skills involved. 

2) A chance to discuss the relatd information, and the 

pre cauti ons. 

3) Preliminary written plans md cost estimates, and if 

needed, working drawings. 

If reference is made to table 2,pages 21-29, it will 

be seen that nearly all those jobs as listed as having to 

be done at home, are marked "Fs.rm(Pl)". This is simply a 

method of stating that the thr Toints just listed should 
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be taken care of in the school shoD. 

The California Plan. 

A nwuber of different methods are used by the farm 

mechanics teachers to utilize these farm jobs which can- 

not be brought in. A practical sugestion in this regards 

is that set forth in a mimeographed folder from the 

University of California branch at Davis. (SES. Suther- 

land, Agricultural Mechanics Leaflet.1932.Davis ,Califor- 

nia. 
) 
While the suggestions contain the provisions that 

either higher grades, or extra schoo! credit be given for 

the farm rnecnanics work,it is doubtful if the policies 

in many states would make such credit giving desirable. 

The general organization of the farm mechanics project 

is good, however, and extracts from the sugestions will 

be given here: 

Suggested Plans for Organizing Agricultural Mechanics 

on a Home Project Basis. 

Plan A. There Additional Credit can be Given for Home 

Projects. 

1. Talk over the folowing plans with your principal and 

with the head of your department, asking their consent to 

allow ---- credit extra in Agricultural Mecnanics for home 

project work, the amount of credit to be based on the 

number of hours of mechanics work the home project includes. 

2. If credit can be allowed,announce to your classes 

that each pupil may elect to carry a home uroject in 
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in Agricultural Mechanics. 

3,Secure from this office copies of a mimeographed 

"Project Record Book for Home Projects in Agricultural 

Mechanics" for each pupil who wishes to carry a home 

proj ect. 

4. Meet with the boy and. his parents at home. . . . and 

plan with them a program of supervised practice which the 

boy may do at home,stressing the fact that the boy will 

receive thorough instruction inschooland sifficient 

shop practice in doing the jobs planned before he starts 

his program of home work. 

.5. Require that the pupil submit a plan for his home 

project, describing the work he will do and as exact an 

estimate as posible of the number cf hours each job will 

take. 

..7. Plan your instruction in Agricultural V1ecnanics so as 

to give those boys with home projects the knowledge and 

the skill needed for taeir supervised practice before they 

start their work at home.T.Ttilize the hour period for sys- 

tematic group instruction--discusbions,demonstraticns and 

practice. Require that e boy demonstrate his skills on a 

particular piece of work before he be allowed to do that 

work at home. Make sure he has had instruction and. can do 

the job_satisfactorily before ou allow him to start on 

that job at home. 

8. Require that the pupil keep a project record of the 

jobs done. The actual time spent and the cost of the mat- 
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erial purchased for the job. The project probably should be 

extended over a 12 months period,if necessary, and super- 

vised and checked the same as . project in agriculture. 

There is no objection,however,to a project program that 

runs through the school term and closes at the end of the 

school year. Require also that a complete record be sub- 

mitted by the boy.... 

Plan.B. Where it is not Desirable to Allow ixtra Credit 

for Home Projects. 

Proceed in general with the same plan outlined in 

A but try one of the following methods of recognizing and 

reimbursing for home project work: 

b. Announce to your class that the highest grade any 

pupil may receive in Agricultural Mechanics for simply 

carrying out a program of work in the school shop will be 

a "B" grade or its equivalent no matter how excellent a 

pupil he may be, but that a satisfactory home project will 

raise his shop grade one letter or number. ............. 

The only essential differences between Plans A and B 

are that in the former the boy contracts to carry on a 

home project for extra credit, while in the latter he con- 

tracts for a higher grade....." 

Thether or not special credit or better grades are 

given for such work is not material as long as the instruc- 

tor gets results. Putting the shop work on a project 

basis ties up the regular supervised practce program and 
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the farm mechanics instruction to even a larger extent 

than has so far been sugested in tnis thesis. 

The Supervised Farm Practice Program and the 

Organization of the Farm Mechanics Course. 

The ideal farm mechanics course would be one which has 

its organization based entirely on the boy's supervised 

farm practice program. it is obvious why this is so. There 

would be more incentive to the boy for both the farm me- 

chanics and the ìroject work. He would be learning as he 

needed the repair or construction work done, and not as 

the work was needed on the entire farm. That is, it would 

be closer to the boy and his interests. 

We cannot hope to assume that any but the exception- 

al project program in scope and variety could cive all the 

needed abilities and skills to the boy that he will need 

in his general farming operations. But while this is too 

much to expect, it may be wise to see to just what extent 

this can he done, and if practical, improve our instruc- 

tion in farm mechanics to that extent. 

The problem here is to discover two thins: First,to 

what extent will the jobs, or what jobs found on the sur- 

vey will be directly related.to the enterprises of the 

boy's project? Second, to what degree will these jobs give 

a well rounded course in all the desirable abilities and 

skills wanted by the boy in his four years of agriculture 

work? The answer to the first is given in table 9, and is 
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found by listing the enterprises as now bein developed,or 

as planned for by the boy, and on the same sheet, but op- 

posite of these enterprises, listing ali the jobs from the 

survey that are directly related to those enterprises. 

Table 9 follows: 

Table 9. Project Programs of H. N. and L. D. 

and iobs from their Farms that are Related to the 

Project nterprises. 

Enterpri se s 

H.N, 

Sheep (25 head) 

Iiry cows and heifers. 

Alfalfa (2 - 5 a) 

Jobs from Survey 

sharpen sheep shears. 
Sharpen cross-cut saw. 
Sharen rip Saw. 
Sharpen axe and hatchet. 
Rehandle hammers. 
Rehandle and repair 

shovel. 
Rehandle axe. 
Harness-clean and oil. 
Window repair-barn. 
Wiring farm buildings. 
Ele e tri city-fixture 

repairs. 
Door repair on barn 
Ladder repair. 
Farm gate-construction. 
Fence or corral panel. 
Cow stanchion. 
Calf stanchion. 
Peed bins. 
Trailer. 
Anchor or brace posts. 
Gate latch. 
Gate hinge. 
Cold chisel. 
Construction of leveler. 
Drill repairs. 
Spike-tooth harrow re- 

pairs. 
Spike harrow-to buy new. 
Sharpen plow lays. 
Repair roller. 
Hay rope-splice. 



Table 9. Project Enterprises and Related 

Jobs. (con't) 

L. D. 

Hogs(1 to 3 sows and pigs) 

Alfalfa.(4 to 10 acres.) 

Grain. (acreage not indicated. ) 

Hog house repair. 
Repair and reshingle 

hog house roof. 
Hog feeder. 
Hog trough. 
Loading chute. 
Sharpening cross-cut 

hand saw. 
Sharpen hand rip saw. 
Axe. or hatchet sharpen- 

ing. 
WLO1 bit eharoening. 
¡crewdriver to shape. 
Rehandle hanmier. 
ehandle hay fork. 

Repair oil cans. 
Anchor or brace posts. 
Reel repairs on binder. 
Grindstone repairs. 
New beam on walking plow. 
Sharpen plow lays. 
Harness repair. 
Harness clean and oil. 
punches-construe ti on. 
Cold cnisels.-construc- 

tiori. 

It is evident froni a study of these two projects, 

and tne jobs itiich they may account for, that a well 

rounded , or balanced course could not be given by use 

cf a survey of tue project enterprises alone.Not on1 

Lre many phases of 5flO) work missing (concrete,motors, 

nd so on) but only a very few jobs under any one divi- 

sion are available. It is not suested or recoìuaended in 

this thesis that the mechanics instruction be based on the 

project work only, but it is essential that the man in the 
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the use of tue home practice survey to bring a much 

closer tie-up between the use of the supervised farm 
practice program than he has perhaps thought possible. 
A good teaching technique is lost if the instructor does 
not use this set-up, or itspossibilities, to motivate 
both the project work and the farm mechanics instruction. 

Sugestion for Use. 

It is óoubtful if the instructor has the time, or 
would care to give the effort necessary in checking 
through all the surveys or ne entire iob Chart to dis- 
cover the relationships between the projects and the jobs. 
However, it is not too much to assume that an hour or two 

of shop or agriculture class time be given in vkiich the 
boys could check over their own surveys to discover this 
relationship as done foi table 9. This should be under the 
supervision of trie instructor, and it is not rationalizing 
here to predict that the boys would have a clearer under- 
standing of the interrelationsof their practice program 
and the shop activities. Perhaps the instructo would too. 

CONCLUSITS. 

The problem of this thesis bas been to discover any 

practical and posbible changes in the content of the 

course of s tudy in farm mechanics as a result of a survey 

of the boy's home farm. The answer or solution has been 

found by f irt getting a survey of all repair and con 
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struction jobs on the boy's farm, and organizing these 

jobs to build a course that should eliminate sorne crit- 

icisms of farm mechanics as now taught. 

Throughout this discussion use has been made of the 

survey to work out possible dcvices, a.ch as charts,surn- 

maries, and tables, that a well organizeu program mi 

be developed. There are sorne limitations in such a pro- 

gram if used by the teacher in the field, but certainly 

many of the sug,estions resulting ftom this study can be 

used by him to improve his course of study. Recommendations 

which include suggestions of procedures for setting up 

such an improved course will be given now in sunmiary,to 

be followed by a list of advantages of each device, 

as these advantages have become evident to the author 

in his study of the problem. 

Recommendations for Procedures. 

i) The shop survey of each boy's home farm should be taken 

and kept on file. 

a. It should meet the most common needs of each local- 

i ty. 

h, It should he limited as to expense. (see page 15) 

e. It should provide for 

1. Inventory of all large equipment. 

2. Some indication of whetner the job is construction, 

repair, or purchase. 



3. It should indicate if the job c.n be done at - - 

once or if it can wait. 

4. It should provide a space for "rmarks,that more 

details of the job can be put down. 

5. A space for the boy's naine on each sheet. 

d. The items of the shop survey as filled out in pen- 

cil on the farm, should be rewritten as soon after 

taking the survey a possible. 

e The survey should. be taken in conference with the 

parents and boy, but not with the boy alone. 

f. The survey should be cu.mmulative.It should be taken 

each fall and kept on file. 

a. The same survey as filled out the previous year 

could be used. In rewriting results use differ- 

ent colored ink. (see page 46) 

g. No obligation should be imposed on the boy or sar- 

ents to see that the jobs listed are carried out as 

originally planned. 

2) The results found on the survey should be put in sorne 

charted form readily useful for instructors and boys. 

a. The boys' names should be so arranged that each job 

found could be checked under the proper name. 

b. A column should be put in to indicate the frequency 

or number of farrn calling for a particular job. 

c. A column showing whether the job is to be done at 

home or at school, and to what extent the )ome jobs 

can be planned at school, would be desirable. 
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d. It is suggested that sorne arrangement be made on 

the chart so that jobs done by the boy later may be check- 

ed as having been satisfactorily completed. 

3) A Skills Sheet,see page 33,also giving the boys' names 

should be used. This is a matter of a few minutes after 
the list of skills is first co.Led for use. 

a. The skills should be limited to those desirable 

for that locality. 
b. As on the .Tob Chart, some arrangement should be 

made for checking the boy when he bas had prac- 

tice on any skill or ability. 
4) A program of work for each class could be set up,hased 

on the home jobs found. This would virtually amount 

to a course of study content for each year of work.It 

would include, 

a. The skills to be tuglit that year. 

h. The jobs found from the Job Chart that are likely 

to give Practice in these skills. 
5) For the purpose of motivating the course the boys should 

be shown the direct relation between the shop work and 

their projects. This can be done by, 

a. Being sure tnat a long-time project program is set 

up. 

b. Listing all possible jobs found on any one boy's 

farm that are directly related to the enterprises 

of the project prograii 
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c.Drawing conclusions as to the extent the project 

program may be depended on to suply materials for 

farm mechanics instruction. Each boy could list his 

project enterprises and the related repair or con- 

struction jobs during a class period, and under the 

supervision of the instructor, somewhat as has been 

done in table 9,page 53. 

6) There should be a farm mechanics project program set up 

which should be cics ely coordinated with the regular 

supervised farm practice program. 

a. No job should be done away from the school unless 

the instructor is to supervise 

struetor is quite sure the boy 

ly,has made out plans and cost 

necessary,has made working dra 

Advantages. 

A. The Survey. 

1) If the boy knows the survey has 

it, or unless the in- 

can handle it iDroper- 

estimates, and if 

¡rings of it. 

been taken he will 

be more apt to start his shop work realizing that it 

has real significance as regards his home, and his 

supervised practice program. The proper relations 

and attitudes are formed at once. 

2) The farmer is brought to realize, 

a. The range and importance of the construction and 

repair work on his own farm. 

b. The amount that needs to be done immediately. 



e. The importance of the boy learning the skills 

and information needed in doing a wide variety 

of farm mechanical jobs. 

3) The parents of the boy understand what the shop part 

of the agricultural course is "all about". They are 

more apt to be cooperators first instead of last only. 

4) Parents often feel that certain jobs are too diffi- 

cult for the boy. Vtnile the survey is being taken the 

instructor can explain how the work is taught. 

5) The survey gives opportunity for the instructor to 

be of service in many ways. 

6) There is a good opportunity to sell the project pro- 

grain to the parents. It may be one of the first con- 

tacts with the boy and parents together, and should 

be a means of developing the parent's belief in the 

instructor's sincerety and practicability. 

7) Taking such a survey will help to orient the new 

instructor. 

a) If the project program has already been decided on 

the shop survey gives the instructor an opportunity 

to suggest many improvements along the line of the 

boy's enterprises. 

9) The instructor learns such pertinent things as, 

a.The opportunities the boy has had, and the boy's 

natural abilities. 

b. The degree of esponsibility given to the boy by 
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the parents. 

d. General conditions of the farm--special neeas. 

io) The survey could stimulate the instructor to a better 

job, and draw his attention to weaknesses in previous 

teaching. 

ii) Working with the boy on the survey will stimulate the 

the boy to get in many jobs he ordinarily neglects to 

bring in. 

B. The Job Chart. 

1) All the divisions of farm jobs with the jobs as found 

on the survey are readily Iefered to ori this chart. 

(see page 19) 

2) All jobs found on a farm can be quickly located un- 

der the boys name. It saves going through all the 

survey sheets. It saves time and is cnvenint. 

3) The job chart is a means of checking the amou.nt of 

work done.ach job can be checked when finished. 

4) The number of farms having available certain jobs 

can be quickly found by refering to the frequency 

column. 

5) The job chart indicates whether the jobs are the 

type that n be brought into the shop or must be 

done at home, and the extent to which estimates and 

plans should be done at school. 

6) The job chart is a first Etep in setting up a year- 

iy program of work. Prom it the instructor 
gets his 
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lists of jobs. 

7,) The job chart indicates possibilities for projeLts in 

farm mechanics 

a) When a boy is found with but few jobs on which he can 

work,reference to the job chart may locate a boy 

with more jobs than he needs. Arrangements can there- 

fore be ¡nade for all to keep busy. 

C. The Skill Sheet. (see page 3) 

i) This gives a list of all skills, making a set 

that is easily referred to by boy or instructor. 

2) It is possible to have a check on each boy as to 

what skills or abilities he has had practice on. 

3) It gives a check on the instructor.He can read- 

uy see if he is giving the boys a balanced course. 

4) It is the source of skills for the yearly program 

of work. 

D, The Yearly Program of Work. 

i) The advantages of any well organized advanced plans. 

2) Not just a plan indicating what divisions(subject 

matter) it is desirable to tsach, but a plan which 

will indicate the actual jobs that should be taught. 

.3) It indicates to the instructor both the skills and 

abilities he wants to teach the boys the coming 

year, and lists definitely the jobs that should be 

used in giving the necessary practice. 

4) It is a plan that allows each year's teaching to be 

set up on a difficulty level. 
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5) It will give opportunity for a comprehensive 

testing program. The instructor has a definite 

knowledge of what has been done by the boys. 

6) The instructor should be able to anticipate diffi- 

c,Alties because of the advance program, and make 

proper adaptations. 

E. General Advantages of Using the Boy's Home Farm as a 

Source of the Farm Mechanics Content. 

i) It will be a basis for building a definite course 

of study on actual jobs available. 

2) It should serve to eliminate inactivity,lack of' in- 

terest, and exploitation. 

3) It should serve to cover a larger proportion of the 

desired skills important in farm operations. 

4) As it is )ossible to cover more skills, it follows 

that there will be more opportunity to study re- 

lated. information, and to gain direct knowledge. 

5) It is a means of studying the direct relationship 

between the farm mechanics activities and the sup- 

ervised. practice prograi. 

6) It gives a good basis for the selection of farm 

mechanics projects. 

7) It allows and suggests accumulative surveys which 

make possible a well set up program for each year. 

8) There will be lees excuse to use artificial jobs. 

9) The activities of the instructor incidental to 
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taking the survey and putting its resultant 

charts and tables to use should be a stimulant for 

better, more effective work. 

General Limitations. 

As has been sugested before, the use of the boy's 

farm as a source in building a course of s tudy is not a 

panacea for all the ills of the work. It is hoped that 

some of the ways in which it might result in improved 

teaching have been clearly stated, and that they will be 

considered practical. It has been evident during this dis- 

cussion, nd because of it, that there are some things 

this recommended procedure will not do. They follow: 

i) It will not set up a four year program of farm nch- 

anics in advnce. The accumulative survey has been sug- 

gested to lessen this objection. 

2) The jobs listed on the survey are.taken with the real- 

ization that lack of finances, changes of plans, and 

other uncontrollable conditions may make thexû useless 

for the classroom later. Nothing can be done to en- 

tirely overcome this weakness of the ole pian,al- 

though the accumulative rucord will modify it. 

3) The nature of the jobs,variéd and often unknown as 

it is,is such that many adaptations must be made by 

the instructor to keep his yearly Drogram within 

reasonable bounds. see page 43) 

4) The instructor in taking a survey is unable to get de- 
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tails of each job that he lists. It would seem imprac- 

tical, during the survey, to give a complete description 

of every construction and repair job needing attention. In 

fact the farmer himself does not always know just what he 

wants done until preliminary estimates or planning has 

been done. To try to overcome this lack of detail in the 

survey would 'be to approach the impractical, although the 

column in the survey sheet headed "Rext rks" is a step to 

lessen the ciifficulty. 

Final Limitation and Recommendation. 

A limitation to this research lies in the fact that 

the findings regarding the outcomes of this problem are 

based only on the possibilities of what might be done by 

by a mechanics survey of the boy's horse farm. It is felt 

that these possibilities have been set up and suggestions 

made for their use as far as possible with the facts as 

gained from the survey, and the charts and tables result- 

ing from this survey. To actually determine if' these sug- 

gestions can be carried out, and if the recommendations 

will be followed by the man in the field is a problem that 

should follow tills one. It can be settled definitely only 

by using this set-up and procedure under actual teathing 

conditions. Only instructors who understand the need of 

such a farm mechanics course revision, and ho can carry 

it out fairly, are in a position to give pertinent data 

as to its use and acceptibility. It should be tried in 



more than one school, and over a period of at least 

two years. Many of its weaknesses not now apparent might 

be eliminLted. They would at least be brought to light. 

Desirable changes might be discovered, and the strong 

parts of the program retained. This final recommendation, 

which in itself suggests a limiting factor in immediate 

acceptance of the procedure here included is that this 

program be given a sincere try out with the ultimate end 

in mind of making a more complete use of the boy's home 

farm and his project program, in develooing a more ef- 

fective and worth thile course of study for the farm 

mechanics portion of the agricultural course. 



APPENDIX 

The twelve sheets of the surveys 



Dairy Cows 

:o. cows milking Boy's Naine 

PossLlc 
Jobs 

Inventory 
on ITeed- 

farm ecl 
(x) 

Re- 
pairs; 
Tew 

parts 

Const: 
set-up 

or 
nstal. 

Remarks. 
(x) Instructor's 

opinion 

Then 
o be 

done 
__________ 
Dairy bari: 

____ 

remodel 
partitions 
boxstalls ______ _______________________ 

stairs _____ ____ ______ ______________________ 

ioft 
':ralls;roof 

_____ ______ __________________________ 
- 

wind ovrs 
ifloor -- ____ ______ _________________________ _____ 

stalls_____ ________ 
stanchions 

______ _____________________ 

mangers_____ 
doors 

______ __________________ 

hay carrier F 

water system 
L:i11: house 

_____ - _____ 
_____ 

____________ 
___________ 

______ 
].00 rs 

windows 
_____ ______ ____ _______ __________________________ 

chimney______ 
walls; roof _______ ______________________ 

Separat or 
Silo______ ________ _____________________________ 

filler____ 

_______ 

Cilage cutter _____ ______ ________________________ 

Electricity____ 

_____ _____ ______ _________________________ 

anure_sprad. _____ ______ _______ _______________ ________ 

'roughs 
____ _____ _____ __________________ 

cns____ 
_____ _____ ______ _______ ___________ 

:alf stanchion 
_____ ______ _____________________ 

.:ilk pails _____ ______ 
______ 

________________ ______ 
_________________ 

IFeedCart 
a1ters______ 

______ _______ ____________ ________ 

orks 
______ 

--- 
__________ ________________ 
__________-- 

!hovel______ pray gun 
______ 
- 

____________ __________ 

Teedbins _____ ______ _______ 
-_______________________ 
_______________ 

.:ed.cabinet 
aintîng- 

____ 
_____ - ______ 

_____ 
_______ 
______ ______________________ 

_________________________ _____ 
ilkstools 

'rearn caxis 
_____ _____ _______ ________________________ 



Sheep 

iO. ewes 

Boy's iame 

Possible 
Jobs 

lnventory 
on eed- 
farm ed 

Re- 
pairs; 

new 
parts 

Const: 
set- 

up or 
instal. 

Remarks 
(x) Instructor's 

opinion 

.7hen 

to be 
done 

Sheep' shed 
renodel 

______ _______ 
- 

______________________ 

vialls; 

roof _______ ________ ________________________ ______ 
________ __________ ______________________________ _______ 

_______________________ _____ ______ ________ 
_______ ______________________ _____ 

anibpens 
______ 

--. 
_____________________ 
______________________ _____ 

_____ 
panels -_- 

______ 

Jorrals _______________________ _____ 
bead . chute _____ 
reedbins ______ 
)ipping vats 

_______ ________ _________________________ 
______________________ _____ 

Tatersystem 
______ _______ 

________________________ ______ _______ ________ 

'ood bunks 
_______ ________ ________________________ ______ 

ayracks _______________________ _____ 
ee carts 

________ 

hears________ 

_______ 
________________________ 
_____________________ 

______ 
_____ 

rtlooks acking frame 
______ 

______________________ _____ 
1ectricity 

______ _______ 
- 

ainting ______________________ _____ 
beep brands 

______ _______ 



Hogs 

No. sows 
Boy's name 

Possible 
Jobs 

Inventory 
on Need- 

farm ed 

Cx) 

Re- 
pairs; 
liew 

parts 

Const: 
set-up 

or 

instal 

Remarks 
(x) Instructor's 

opinion 

Th 

e 

lone 

o1ony house 
remodel 
floors 

______ 

doors,panels 
windows 

____ _____ ________ 

ralls;roof 
__________ 
________ 

______ 

:nd . house 
_________ ______________ 

remodel_____ 

_____ _________ ________ _____________ 

oadingchute 
__________ _________ _________________ 

'roughs 
_____ __________ _________ ________________ 

elf-feeders 
________________ 

:ayracks 
_____ ____________ 

i1ers 
___ ______ ___________ 

___________ 

COOP_____ 

______ ______ _________ _________________ 

eedpails 
_________ ______ __________________ 

barrels 
_____ ______ _________ _______________ 

utch.tank 
leater 

____ _________ ________ 

platforin _____ _________ __________ _________________ 

urdle_____ 

_____ ________ _________ _________________ 

cale racl:s 
_____ __________ _________ _________________ 

"eed floor 
Tp.vat flins-- -- ______ ______ _____- __________ ___________ - 

ainting_____ _____ _________ _________ ________________ 



All Poultry Boy's Name ___________________ 

Laying hens _____ Turkeys ______ Others 

Inventory 
Possible on reed- 

Jobs farm ed 
( x) 
- 

Re- 
pairs; 

ew 
parts 

Const; 
J set-up 

or 
instal. 

Remarks 
(x) Instructor's 

opinion 

Then 
to b 
done 

- --- 
.aying house 

______ ___-.---- 

remodel 
_______ 

doors - ______ _________ 
- 

________ 
________ ________________- ______ windows- _____ -.--- 

_____ :al1;flooF ______ _______ 
floor ----- ---___ 
Fôosts .---. - . ------ _______ - 
drp.boards 
nests 
broody coop 
partitions - ______ - 

'eeders ----- - 

aterers 
--- - - - __________________ - - 'wed -b5:ii--- --- - - 

F6der house 
roof;doors - -- 

_________ remoc[e-L - _____ _____- -______ ________ - 

iTd7-ops - - 
'urlcey snelter ' 

'ie1cI coops ____________________ ______ ee ccrts _________ _________ 

praytrn - _____ _______ 
. - - - - -'a ils --- -- _____-. ______-----. _________ 

_________________ ______ hip.crates - _____ ________ ____ 
_____________________ tle ctr i C ity ______ ______ _________ 

_________________ 
aiñting_____ 

______ 
________ ________ _________ ______ ________ 

-- i L -- ___ _ 



horses 
Boy's name 

o. vork horses Sets harness 

Possible nventory Re- Const; - 
Jobs on Ieed- fpairs;' set-up Remarks to be 

arm ed tNew or (x) Instructor's done 

J 
(x) parts instal. opinion 

orse barn 
rernod1 
stall;aner 
stairs; loft 
floor; doors 

roof; 'val is 

arness 

ecl. ca 

eed b 

L:otors and Eqiipment 

heck if Truck Tractor 
auto 

kta.engine 
belts -- 
overhaul 
'ractor 

beÍt 

upkeep. 

:ombine.eng. 

overhaul 

I _ overhaul 
5 hoot . troub 

------ 
I 

upkeep 
lectric motors 

I3torage batteries 
_____- 



Seeding and P1antir.g Equipment 

io. acres grain____ l3oyts iaine 



Boy's I'Iame _____________________ 
Land preparation and Cultivation 

Equipment 
A. cult________ 

Possible 
Jobs 

Inventory 
on reed- 
farn ed. 

(x) 

Re- 
pairs; 
iew 
parts 

Conat; 
set-up 
or 

instal. 

Remarks. 
Instructor's 
(x)opinion 

Then 
to be 
done 

aehineshed 
Iow, ':ra1.kin 

______ ______ ________ ____________ ________ ________ ______ 
ridin______ 

____ 
___________ 

lo'r, gang ______ 
_______ 

_______ 
_______ ________ 

'low, tractor _______________ ________ 
shs.rpen lays 

_______ 
________ 

adjustments_______ 

______ _______ ________ _______________ 

Tarrow, srike 
_______ _____ _________ ______________ _________ 

sharp. spikes 
Tarrovr, srr.to. 

______________ 
_____________ 

________ 
________ 

)isc.harrovr 
______ ______ ______ ________ 

_________ 
'loat,drags 

_______ ________ _______________ 
_____ _______ 

ller, packer 
______ _____ 

_____ ____________ _________ 
Culti . one-row 

_____ _______ 
______ _______ ________ 

tworovi 
_____ _______ ________ 

_____________ _________ 
sharp . shovel 

_______ ______ 
_____ 

veners 
ewImplements 

- 

_______________ ________ 
Pair.ting 

_______ ________ 
______________ _______ 

Ioes_______ 

______ ______ ______ ________ 
_________ ____________ _________ _______ 

_______________- I- - ______ _______ ________ 

Harvesting Tools and. Equipment 

______________ ________ 
adjustment 

______ _______ ________ 

ßinder _____________ _________ _______ ________ 
________ ____________ ________ 

.7indrover 
______ _______ 

________________ _________ 
Pickup______ 

_______ ________ _________ 
________ _______________ 

Corn sled 
_______ 

________ ______ _______________ 
________________ _________ _______ _______ _________ 

_______ ______________ ________ 
Painting 

______ ______ 



Fruits, Ntxks, Berries 
Boy's Taxne __________________ 

Strawberries Fruits Nuts 

i Inventory ¡ Re- Oonst; 
I I 



Storage and Marketing 
Boy's irame ______________________ 

Possible 
Jobs 

Inventory 
on Teed- 
farm ed 

(x) 

Re- 
Dairs; 

evr 
parts 

Const: 
set-un 

or 
instal. 

Remarks 
Instructor's opinion 
Cx) 

Then 
to be 
done 

Granary______ ______ 
reode1_____ 

______ ________ _____ _________________ 
_____________________ ________ 

partition_____ 

____ 
_____________________ _________ 

door3_______________________ ________ 
Tal1; roof ______________________ _________ Tfloor - 

_____ 
_____ 

_____ _______ 
_______ 

bins_____ _________ 
Sheds_____ 

_____ _______ _____________________ 
______________________ _________ 

Dryers_____ 

_____ _______ 
_________ venti1atio: _______ ______________________ 

___ 
agon_____ 

____ _____ ______ 
____ Trailers 

Scales,stock 

______ _____ _________ _____ - 
____________________ 

-______ 
_____ 

p1atforr____ 

____ _____ _____ _______ 
________ Crates, scale 

_____ _____ _______ 
_______ 

__________________ 
______________________ ______ 

shipping____ ______________________ _________ 
Pa3::-it ing 

______ _______ 
______ 

Thcì.gate rod 
____ _____ _____ _______ ________________ 

______________________ _________ 
..agon tongue 

____ 
_____ 

_______ 
_____________________ _________ - 

General and Liice11aneous 

S1 ip s ________________________ __________ 
Stunp pullers _____ ______ ________ 

____________________ ________ hasting Equipment 
_____ _____ ______ 

_________ Table savrs 
_____ _____ _______ ______________________ 

Tiriber saws 
______ ________ ________________________ __________ 

___________ 
Axes - . ______ - 
Foodgrinders ______________________ _________ Greenfeed cut. 

_____ ______ ______ 

Painting________ _______________________ _____ 
The eTharr ow 

_______________________ _________ dope ;:ork. --- 
Savr horse _______________________ _________ .og Chain -_____ ______ 

________ 
_______ 



Fencing 

Boy's Name 

Inventory Re- Const; Remarks hen 

Possible on Need- paire; set- (x) Instructor's to be 
Jobs farm ed Eovr up or opinion done 

(x) 
parts instal. 

ire, barbed 
woven 

rchicken Pole correls " _____ 
Stret chers 
Gate 

- -___ __ swining - - - -- 
vrire 

'anels ¡ - 

orner pcsts 
race posts -- --- -------- --- -. ----- - -- 
oor carrier 
)igger 

hovel; spade 

ainting - 

atebridge 
atch f__________ _____-t 

Notes and Miscellaneous 



Farm Home and 'urroundiris. Boy's 1iaxne o. rooms Is lhere bathroom 

I Possible Jobs Inventory 
eed- 

farm ed 
(x) 

Le- 
pairs; 
:ew 
parts 

Const; 
set-up 

or 
inta1. 

Remarks. 
(x) Instructor's 

opinion 

Then 
to be 

done 

-louse 
o 

- ______ remodel 

steps;îa1ks 
vrindo:rs 

s 

doors_____ ________J- 

screens 
stt irs 
basenent 

-_______ chimney - _______ 
CO ol e r 
;iall; roof 
atersupply 
vrindrdll 
punp_____ 
plimibing 
ffiture s 

--.----- - -- --- 
:e-.rge tile - i 

septic tank - -ii__ - - 
:Tectricity 
:ron.board 

'ables 

teplad.ers 
11 J.- OC L. S - 

hrs 
;harp edeo. 
)utbuildings . 

ainting-calci. 
apering 
ep.p1 stered 

':ood box 
oot scraper 
at hooks 



Farei Shop 

Available r'.aterials on hand ______________ Boy name 

Possible 
Jobs 

Shop_______ 

Inventory 
on ieed- 
farm ed 

(x) 

Re- 
pairs; 
New 
Parts 

Const; 
set-up 
or 

instal. 

Remarks 
Instructor's 

(x)Opinion 

- 

________________ 

'.7hen 

to be 
done 

_____ remodel 
_______ __________ ________ 

______ 
t 

_____ 
door;roof 
rearrang. 

______ ______- -_______ ________ ______________ 
_________ 

Bench, racks 
______ _____ ----- ______-- _____ 

_____ 

_____ 

Fore;anvil 
____ ________ _____ ____ 

!-ardy;tongs 
____- ______ ____ _______ --.---__________ 

Savr,rip,cc. 

hack;key h. 

______ 

_______ 

_____ ____ 
________t 

__________ 
_______ 
_______- 

_______ 
-______ 

Frace,bits 
______ 

Post drill 
__________ _______ _______ _____ 

_____ bits______ _____ __________ _______ _______________ 
__________ 

Hamniers 
__________ _______ _____ 

Screwdrivers 
_______ _______ _______ 

____ 
________ ________________ 

___________ 
_____ 
_____ c_ld chisels 

______ _______ _______ 

______ 

_______ 

_____ 
_____ 

':rood chisels 
Planes 

_______ ______ ____ 

_________ 

pipe______ 
_____ ____ ______ _______ ____________ 

_______________ Level;punch 
______ __________ ________ 

_____ Putty 1Gife 
______ ____ ________ 

______ Glass cutter 
_____ ________ __________ 

______ 
atchct 

____ ______ _____ 

j 

____ 

Pinchbar 
_____- --- ________ 

________ ______ 
Elovr torch 

______ ______ __________ ________ 
______ _____ _____ 

Tinsnip 
_______ ________ 

________________ Rivet machine 
______ _______ __________ _____ 

_____ Vise;pulles 
______ ____ 

______ 
_______________ 
_______________ ______ Tap& die 

_____ _________ 

Oil cans 
______ __________ _____ _______________ _____ 

_____ 
Grind stone 

- 

_______ 

_________ 
- 

__________ 

____ 

- -- 
________ 

_ 

____ 
- .- ----_____ 

________ 

Harness tools 
Babbit mater. 

____ 

____ 

______ 

_____ 

_______ 
_____ 

______ 

Inventory 
Emery i n'ed 

Nail & Tool 'ccx 

reckinC bar 
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